"The Adventures of Kintaro, the Golden Boy"

Directions: Read the story many times until you feel you know the words and meaning very well. Then fill in the missing words from the story here.

Now the remarkable thing __________ this child was his __________ strength, and as he __________ older he grew stronger __________ stronger, so that by __________ time he was eight __________ of age he was __________ to cut down trees __________ quickly as the woodcutters. __________ his mother gave him __________ large ax, and he __________ to go out in __________ forest and help the __________, who called him Wonder-child, and __________ mother the Old Nurse __________ the Mountains, for they __________ not know her high __________. Another favorite pastime of __________ was to smash up __________ and stones. You can __________ how strong he was!